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Multiphase carbon and its properties in complex mixtures.

, M. van Thiel and F.H. Ree

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, P. O. Box 808, Livermore,

California 94550, USA.

Abstract. We describe some key features of a carbon three-phase equation

of state and a high-pressure high temperature mixture model irl which it is

used. Electronic terms in the carbon model have been investigated with

INFERNO (atom in a cell model). The Lindeman criterion for melting is

rederived for the anisotropic structure of the graphite lattice. The

curvature of the graphite melting line is constrained by the evidence for

the positive slope of the diamond melting line. The importance of carbon

is apparent from various experiments on shock generated mixtures. The

model al].ows us to estimate the energy of carbon clusters produced in a

detonating mixture. A cluster model with specific surface structure is

, used to predict this energy.

1 Introduction

At temperatures of 2000 K and above, the rates of most decomposition

reactions are sufficiently fast that they go to completion in less than

.01 microseconds. Such temperatures occur behind shock and detonation

waves, in laser ablation processes, and in the high pressure atmospheres

of the Jovian planets. Computer simulation of suchhydrodynamic systems is

. also common practice in research and development programs. The ability

to compute the equation of state of high-temperature and high'pressure

mixtures is therefore important for practical problems as well as for

planetary and condensed matter physics.

The multiphase chemical equilibrium theory, CHEQ, was developed to

compute the equation of state of such high-pressure and high-temperaturem

mixtures [Ree 1984]. In this theory gaseous products, interacting via

dispersion forces or rapidly rotating dipoles and multipoles, are

described by a first principles statistical mechanics approach..Condensed

(covalent or ionic) systems are formulated with Gr_neisen-like forms. The

description of carbon in its liquid-, graphite-, and diamond phases [van

Thiel and Ree 1989] is such an approach, within the framework of the Gibbs

free energy minimization method of the chemical equilibrium code (CHEQ).

Table I underscores the importance of graphite in such hot high pressure

mixtures by the percentage of carbon (in atoms/total number of molecules)

in the equilibrium mixtures of a number of well known systems. At low
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Table i. Carbon content: of several well known materials.

Material formula mole _ C T Kelvin P GPa.
........................ . . _

T N T C7H5N306 45 4000 20
H M X C4HsN808 22 4000 35

T A T B C6H6N606 37 3300 27

Polyethylene (CH2) n 46 4000 35

Polyethylene (CH2) n 50* 4000 35

Polystyrene (CH)n 81 4000 35

Polystyrene (CH)n 66* 4000 35

polyacrylonitril (C3H3N) n 67 4000 35
.----- ........ .--..

* Stoichiometric C + H2 mixture• See text.

density and high temperature the amount of carbon tends to be less. In
some cases, like in HMX the condensed carbon content will go to zero when

the hot gas expands. For polyethylene and polystyrene two values are
shown, because these have shown some special effects which will be
discussed below.

The condensation of carbon from a reacting mixture is one of the slowest

processes of the system, since it is diffusion limited. Deviations from

equilibrium behavior have indeed been observed in high carbon content

explosives. Accurate data on large TNT samples have allowed us to

estimate the energies of small carbon clusters. We will show that such

energies are consistent with recent observations of cluster size.

2 Theory
,,

The general theory has been described before [Ree 1984] and will only be

highlighted here.

The thermodynamic properties of a stable molecule like argon or methane

may be calculated with good accuracy from the MCRSR Helmholz free energy
[Ross 1979]. The method uses spherical potentials like the exponential six

(exp-6) forms that are normally used in our Chemical Equilibrium (CHEQ)
code. Such potentials are defined by three constants. The well depth,

_, the molecular separation at the potential minimum, r*, and the

stiffness constant of the exponential repulsion, _. Shock wave and

scattering experiments have been done to help define these parameters for

a number of pure materials. Corresponding-states scaling also yields good

results for a n_mber of materials [Ross and Ree 1980].

The problem of defining interactions between unlike molecules is larger
because little information exists for mixed systems at high pressure.

Monte Carlo calculations on H2-He mixtures [Ree 1983] confirm the
Lorenz-Berthelot combination rules"

r = k (r + r ) • - (E )I/2 andij ij ii 3J ' clj ii _33

_ j._ , ( 1)
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in which k i. is generally taken as I. The MCRSR theory requires an effective
van der Waals one fluid (vdWlf) model to calculate the thermodynamic

properties of the mixture. We compute the vdWlf potential parameters
with"

,.

* )3 . * *3(r*)3 = _ xixj(r ld ' _ = _ xlxjclJ(r lJ/r ) and

(r*lj/cr*) 3, _ = _ xlxj_lj_lj (2)

• where xi is the molecular fraction of the speci e i.

These x i are determined at a given P and T by minizing the free
energy of the mixture with respect to all components. For this purpose,

the 'extent-of-reaction method' by Prigogine (1954) has been used. The

code selects only those phases that minimize the free energy. We allow for

three carbon phases (graphite diamond and liquid) and two fluid phases of

which one develops as a nitrogen-rich phase at high pressure.

Carbon EOS

The solid phases, graphite and diamond, are described by a Birch

expansion of the pressure at T=0 K,

3 _7/3 _5/3Pk(B)(V) =-I.5BoK[BkN - (l+2Bk) + (l+Bk) ], (3)

and thermal-pressure terms Pth(V,T) (see below). In equation (3) B0K is

the bulk modulus at T-O K and P-O, and N - P/PO" The pressure derivative
of the bulk modulus B e defines

' OK

Bk - 0.75(4 - B e0K) (4)

For expanded states the curvature needs to be corrected, and we use

Pk(V) - f(V) Pk(B)(V) ; f=l if P>0 and f=O.5(N 2 + N-2) if P<0 . (5)
t

The total pressure consists of equation (5) and thermal terms •

P(V,T) - Pk(B)(V) + 7E_,I(V,T) + 7eET0e(T) , (6)

where the nuclear kinetic energy term, Er t(V,T), is the Einstein
lattice energy, and the electronic term _or graphite has a free electron

gamma of 7e - 0.24.

The pressure due to nuclear motion is determined with a Grfineisen ga_na
of the form

7(V) = v0(V/V0) [i + 617(1 + tanh(V-VlT)/6VlT)] (7)

The term in square brackets allows for an increase of gamma at high
pressures. The low pressure gamma of carbon is quite small (0.35) because"

of the soft anharmonic out of plane modes [Syassen 1989] of the system.

Gamma should increase as the pressure rises, the lattice becomes more
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isotropic and the out of plane modes stiffen. Without the term in square

brackets in (7) the extrapolation of the graphite EOS into the diamond

stable region predicts Gibbs free energies for graphite that are less than

those for diamond" a physically meaningless result. The compressibility

therefore is too high if gamma is not increased.

The Gibbs free energy of the system is obtained using an Einstein heat

capacity for the nuclear kinetic energy. The Einstein temperature (8)

is determined to be 1280 K for graphite and 1411 K for diamond. Its volume

dependence is given by

dlnS/dlnV = 7(V), (8)

using equation (7). The resulting level of agreement with experimental

heat capacity data is shown in figures la and ib for graphite and diamond

respectively. For graphite the rate of vaporization near the triple-point

pressure becomes too high for an accurate me_.surement above 3000 K

(Cezairliyan 1985). Attempts to extend the range invariably results in a

large upward curvature of the CF vs T curves (Sheindlin 1988). The
possibility that this curvature is inherent and due to some second order

transformation or extensive premelting vacancy-formation cannot be

excluded, but the results so far have not been reproducible. Diamond data

(Barin and Knacke 1973; Hultgren et al 1975.) beyond 1200 K are not
available.

I. , _ , ,, _ .... ¢ ' ' i

;,

I

', b

--- ! OtO I txO0 t , ! .¢ ¢ _ )i. I000 I 40QO I010 400 IOO 1100 I||g OO|

T (li T IK)

Figure I. a. Heat capaclV of grapblte: (--) Theory 8_ - 1280 K; (o) Hultgren;(e)
West and Ishlhara; (+) Cezalrllyan. b. Heat capacity of diamond: (--) Theory O_ -
1411 K; (o) Hultgren; (,) Barin and Knaeke,

We use a simple electronic heat capacity form (C - £ T) Graphite, a
V,6 we "

semimetal, is a fairly good conductor This appears also to be true for

liquid graphite (Galli, Martin, Carr .no Parrinello 1990 and references

therein). But solid diamond is an insulator with a 5.5 eV band gap

(Robertson 1986). The hexagonal form may become a conductor at presures

greater than 400 GPa. Other more highly coordinated forms become stable

above ii00 GPa and are not modeled here. The liquid however does have more

highly coordinated atoms (Galli et al 1990) and is a conductor (Bundy 196_

1969). We have used the low temperature value of g for graphite and g-O
for solid diamond.
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With these terms the energy, entropy and free energy of the solid can
be calculated (van Thiel and Ree 1989). The enthalpy at standard

temperature and pressure is set to the thermodynamic heat of formation,

which is zero for graphite and 453 cal/(g atom) for diamond (Berman and

Simon 1955) by setting the proper value for the integration constant at

T-0 K and P-0 for the volume integral of equation (3).

0

Melting and the liquid state

To describe the melting lines and the liquid states of graphite and

diamond we have used the liquid scaling model of Grover (1977). A key

feature of this model is the Lindeman melting law (Lindemann 1910). The

subject of melting has recently been reviewed by Kechin (1989). Kechin as
well as previous workers have use the law in the form (MSV2/3/T)

- constant, as derived for an isotropic lattice. This form would require a

relatively rapid change in th_ expansion coefficient or gamma to explain
the curvature observed in the melting line of graphite. To avoid this

rather problematic behavior the anisotropic form needs to be used.

Graphite is a hexagonal or rhombohedral l_yered structure with lattice

constants a in the plane and c perpendicular to the layers. We can
distinguish low frequency out-of-plane modes and in-plane modes whose high

frequencies are determined bystrong intraplanar bonds. The fundamental

assumption underlying the Lindemann law is

<6>/_ - constant - C (9)

along the melting line. Where 6la is the amplitude of vibration

of the graphite lattice and a is the lattice constant. We may assume

that melting is due to the in plane modes. Than the average (in-plane)

kinetic andpotential energies may be related by

" 2kT _ _a<6>2 = _a(Ca)_ or _aa2/TM = constant . (i0)
This can be written as

M@2(Va/c)2/3/T = constant (ii)

since a2 - (Va/c) 2/3 and _a ~ MeZ" The differenEial form used here than is

- -alnTm/alnV -27 - 2/3 - 2/3 @In(a/c)/alnV . (12)

Since the Gr_neisen gamma is only .35 the second term nearly cancels it.

First principles local density calculations for rhombohedral graphite

indicate a large third term (Fahy et al 1986) of about .5 at low pressure.

Above i0 GPa this rapidly drops to .I and below. For hexagonal graphite

(Fahy et al 1987) the change may be somewhat less abrupt and with a

smaller low P value. A good representation of Bundy's (1962) low pressure
data may be obtained with a simple third term

bl/(I+ (P(V)/b2)b3, (13 )

where the bi are .37, 20 GPa and 1.5 for i = I, 2 and 3 •
respectively.
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The melting line of diamond offers no special problems and may be
obtained with the third term in (12) set to 0 as it should be for an cubic

crystal. However, the simple application of the scaling law (Grover 1977)

produces a liquid-graphite-liquid-diamond transition, lt is probable that

this transition is spurious and that considering the liquid as a solution

of both forms is more reasonable. Solution theory (Rappoport 1967;

Str6ssler and Kittel 1965) allows for a smooth transition and a measure of

the strain energy that is needed to join graphitic and diamond-like

structures in the mixed liquid (van Thiel and Ree 1989).

Liquid state electronic effects

As discussed above, liquid diamond is a conductor. This means that the

electronic term in the energy cannot be set to zero as it is for the

solid. To get a reasonable estimate of the electronic heat capacity and

electronic gamma we have made calculations of the electronic energy and

pressure of carbon in a Wigner-Seltsz sphere of radius (3V/4_) I13 using

the INFERNO code (Bennet and Liberman 1985, Liberman 1979). The sphere is

surrounded by a uniform positive charge distribution of the surrounding

ions, neutralized by a uniform electron charge density (the muffin tin

potential). The field inside the cavity is computed with the self

consistent field approximation.

200 J 1.6_ _1 ev ' '

180 = . _ ////p 3 52 glcc

loo 1.4-_ .7-,,,. "__.,_ T_2ev
140 1.2 - "f __ _ T= 4ev

1.0 -'.

,, 80 ® .8- "i .................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::" T= lOev
I,LI

60 .6 -'.' .

40
•4 -."

2O

0 .2 -'.
'I" '''''"_T''ll'''' 'I'_1'' _ '''.... I ......._'I'''''""I "'v'_'''

O. .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 x 10 _° O.

T2 (K2) ..... 4.1.... " " _'5..''_" "'..... 6.'......... 7.'"_" " ''_"8,

p (g/cc)

Figure 2. INFERNO electron thermal energy of FIEure 3. INFERNO electronic gamma

carbon using Hedin-Lunqvist exchange (7,): (:----) Slater exchange and (--)

Hedin-Lundqvist exchange.

Figure 2 shows energy isochores for a number of densities computed with

Hedin-Lundqvist (HL) exchange. The results indicate that over this rather

large temperature range the heat capacity coefficient is both temperature

and density dependent. But the electronic energy is not a very significant

part of the total energy below T - 4 eV, allowing us to select an

effective value for the heat capacity coefficient of 4.2 x i0 -S J/g K2
from 0 to 4 eV.
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The electronic gamma shown in figure 3 is sensitive to the type of

electron exchange used in the calculation. With Slater (SL) exchange it

yields a smaller value than with HL exchange. This computational method

tends to overestimate electronic energy with the SL exchange producing the

greater effect. We therefore have favored the HL results in our

determination of the integral gamma V(P(V,T)-PK(V)) = 7e - i.I. This is
very close to the value for the lattice gamma indicated by shock-wave data

above 400 GPa (Nellis and Mitchell 1987). This value of 1.15 is larger

0 than that indicated by the low temperature expansion coefficient of

diamond, but consistent with other shock-wave data at lower pressures.

180

160 Diamond /

/ ,

140 ./ Liquid

120 /,-"

'4- /"

100 ./P Figure 4. Phase diagram of carbon: (_)
'_" / graphlte-diamond phase line and diamond

/ / • ,

80- // /./ ,,'_" melting line with A o .5; ( .... ) diamond

/ _ melting llne with A o - 2 ; (--'--'--')I/i /B _

• ...' •

60- /I Quantum mechanical Monte-Carlo. (Galll

// /./..-'" _ 1990), see text; (e) and (---) Grapite
40 // ./" ..."" melting llne and extension thereof

/° i"

2o - -/_/.'>i
_',;:..

0 Graphite _ e e o e ii

40_00 4500 5000 ' .......' 5500 6000 65100 7000

T (Kelvin)

Phase diagram

The phase diagram in figure 4 with the constants in Table 2 is not

changed significantly from that presented before (van Thiel and Ree 1989).

We also note here that the effect of the uncertainty in the strain energy

term of the Gibbs free energy of the liquid mixture is less for the

diamond melting curve than it is for graphite. We show results for low

pressure values of the strain energy of .5 (= Ao) as well as the

value listed in Table 2. The slope of the graphite melting line near the

triple point, however, is important for its effect on the diamond melting
line

Our present estimate of the diamond melting line is most consistent with

the curvature of the graphite melting line established by Bundy (1963) and

the fact that the slope of the diamond melting line is positive. Since at

the triple point

(Sd± - SL) + (SL - S8) - (Sdl - S ) , (14)

and similarly for the volume, the slope, (aT/aP)H , of the diamond
melting line is fully determined by the other two slopes. Since the

graphite-diamond line is well established, selecting a slope for the

graphite melting line determines the sign and value of the diamond melting

line at the triple point. A small additional decrease in the negative
slope of the graphite-liquid transition in our model will make the

diamond-liquid slope negative. This is the condition observed if one makes

a strict fit to the melting line observed by Bundy (1963) (Korunskaya et

al 1972) The slope of the graphite melting line presented by Fateeva
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Table 2. Constants for the three-phase carbon model. I

E0_/R (K) 7o 7e 7e, L

Graphite -53. 3015 0.35 O.24 0.24
Diamond 190. 2730 i.15 I. i0 i.I0q

0E (K) gJR (K-I) ge,e/R (K-I) TM,0 (K)

Graphite 1280. I. 156xi0 "6 I.156xi0 "6 6000
Diamond 1411. O.0 6.038xi0" 5 6600

ASM/R B0 (Mbar) B0' 6S298/R

Graphite 2.70 0.511 7•2(5.0) 2 0.464
Diamond I.15 4. 397 3.65 0.1331

6V (cre3 g-l) V (cre3 g-l) bl67 I " 7 "

Graphite 3.0 0.065 0.22 0.37
Diamond O.0 1.0 0.0 0.00

b2 (GPa) b3 Ao Po (GPa)

Graphite 20. I.5
Diamond ......

Liquid 2.0 20.
"'-" ...... w- ..... --- ..... ---------------'-.-------- ...... - .......... - .... -.

I. R- Gas constant

2. The value in parentheses is used in expansion. ..

(1971) would force the diamond line even further to the low temperature side. But _i

calculations of liquid structure near 120 GPa (Galli et ai ].990) suggest an even l_r

aT/aP)M diam" Their highest estimate is a melting point at 8000 K and 120
GPa, wh'ere the energy for cavity formation is nearly zero.

In Table 3 melting parameters from several sources are compared• IDae

range of values presented is a measure of the difficulty of the problem.

But if the more recent predictions of a positive diamond melting line are
correct, then the grahite-liquid triple point slopes of Bundy (1963) and

especially of Fateeva (1971) are too negative.

• High T and P mixtures.

-_ Two questions of importance in modeling high pressure mixtures are, how
much carbon and what is its form? The data in Table i were obtained with

the CHEQ code. For the three explosives listed the pressures and
temperatures are near their natural detonation conditions. Behind the

detonation front the mixture rapidly decomposes to an equilibrium mixture; "
with the carbon content shown. Decompression of HMX from its detonation

pressure causes solid carbon to be consumed through reaction with
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Table 3. Graphite and diamond melting line parameters.

T K P GPa AH AV aT/aP K/GPa Ref.

MJ/kg

Graphite reqion

-4500 0.2-0.4 2-10 0.SV 100-230" Shaner(1976)
,

-4500 -0.4 8.7** 0.67Vs 150 Bundy(1963)

-5000 4.8 8.7±1 0. 0. ,,

4050 0.4 8.67 0.36V 89.7 Model a***
S

4290 4.8 7.49 0 0. Model a

4430 0.4 10.2 0.7V 144. Model b

4900 4.8 7.91 0. 0. Model b

Diamond region

5600 140. >8.3 Shaner (1984)

6500 ii0. -20 Galli (1990)

5600 120 9.42 0.058V 10.2 Model a
S

4500 29.5 7.43 0.103V 17.9 Model a
S

5640 120 9.33 0.066V 9.8 Model b
• S

4500 13.3 6.47 0.070V 14.4 Model b
S

* for glassy carbon.
** assuming constant AH.

,_k Model a uses A o - .5; Mode]. b uses Ao as in Table 2.

carbondioxide (CO2). The other materials listed are oxygen deficient and
their decomposition products contain carbon at ali pressures•

The decomposition of the hydrocarbon polymers is not as well understood•

lt turns out that the theoretical shock compression curve of polymers like

(CH)n or (CH2)n, match the experimental data with a compression curve of
the undissociated polymer to near 20 GPa and with the Hugoniot of a

stoichiometric mixture of H2 and diamond (Ree 1983) at higher
pressure; i.e. no other products must be allowed to form in the
calculation• This C content is marked with a * in Table i. In the other

two mixtures in Table i, hydrocarbons with a maximum of 5 carbon atoms in'

the chain have been allowed to form. lt was noted that larger hydrocarbon
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molecules allowed in the mixture always dominate at these high pressures.

Even smaller molecules like benzene appear to form extended diamond

networks with formation of hydrogen. Dissociation is not important in

shock compression of hydrocarbons to the conditions in the table. The

carbon atoms simply crosslink with formation of interstitial hydrogen. '

The same process may occur in polyacrylonitrile which has not been

studied at such high pressures and densities. Some foams have been

studied. These foams shock compress to high T low p states in which
molecules with carbon chains of less than 2 carbon atoms dominate. In

Figure 5 we show computed and experimental (Marsh 1980) shock states of

polystyrene foam with an initial sample density of .055 g/ce. The original

uncompressed samples contained air at the ambient pressure and perhaps one

monolayer of adsorbed air. Adding this amount of air to the hydrocarbon

mixture makes a negligible difference in the calculated compression

compared to the deviation between theory and experiment. The principal

difference between the calculation and the experiment, are the degree of

mixing between the gas in the voids and the carbon rich polymer products.

In the theory the mixture is uniform. The experiment if not mixed would

also have very hot compressed air pockets that complicate the

interpretation of the data.

`4.
. `4.

4.0 ++

33 *+
,,_ CHEQ

+ LASL o

3.0 `4.+**
4-

4- '4-
2.5

(9 + Figure 5. Hugoniot of polystyrene: (0) CHEQ
._ + `4. calculation; (+)Experiment, (Marsh 1980).
a. 2.0

O

1.5 `4.
+

+ `4.

1.0 o
,4-

. •
"+ 4-

.5 o

,,t `4.

i ll,,',lql,,,, ,,li@iii,, ,,l,l,_ltt ,1111,, i,,,11,11, _ ,tT

4 6 8 10 12

P/Po

Removing the air by shock compression in vacuum, indeed achieves higher

compressions. A (CHz) n polymer with a much reduced void size and initia].

density of .04 g/tc shock-compresses to P/Po " 7.5 at 2 GPa (Holmes 1990)
while the theory still indicates a i0 fold compression. The smallest

deviation between theory and experiment:'was observed with a sample of

polyacrylonitrile (C3H3N) with a higher initial density of

about .08 g/cc. Here experiment and theory achieved compressions of 7.3

and 8.3, respectively (Holmes, Yoo and Ree 1990). This seems to show that

shock compressed foams can achieve reasonably uniform conditions if

entrained hot air is kept to a minimum. The compressional heating is still

concentrated in the material on the walls of the voids. But compression

under vacuum replaces that with carbon-rich material. The relatively high, '
thermal conductivity and heat of formation of the carbon products aids the

equilibration rate of the hot spots.
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The carbon rich products should be a better thermal conductor than the

interstitial gas if electrical conductivity may be used as a measure.

Early work on the electrical conductivity of explosive products behind the

detonation front showed that the electrical conductivity of TNT is I00
times as high as that of a low carbon content explosive like PETN

(CsHeN4012) (Hayes 1965). Part of the difference is the carbon content of
the explosives, but the phase of the carbon is also important. This is a
factor that could not be considered at the time the data was taken. TNT

contains graphitic carbon, while the oxygen-rich low carbon content

explosives achieve detonation pressures above the graphite-diamond phase

transition and therefore Droduce a low conductivity diamond containing
mixture.

The conclusion that TNT contains graphitic carbon is necessitated by

analysis of the detonation properties of porous TNT (van Thiel and Ree

1987). 1,_e velocity of the detonation wave (D) of the porous TNT sample

depends on its initial density (po). Both theory and experiment indicate a

linear relationship between D and Po" Both theory and experiment show a
break iri the curve. The theory predicts this break due to the change of

graphite- to diamond condensation at the equilibrium graphite-diamond

phase line. The principal difference is that theory predicted the break at

D - 5.1 km/s at Po - .99 g/cc while experiment places the break at D -

6.762 km/s and Po " 1.534 g/cc and significantly higher detonation pressure
(Urizar 1960).

_e solution to the problem lies in the increased heat of formation of

small diamond clusters. Raising the heat of formation from 0.0196 to 0.067

eV rais,as the transition point to the proper detonation velocity at P - 18
GPa. The shape of tihe experimental curve implies a distribution of heats

of formation in the condensed clusters. Ass_ming that the clusters have

aheat of formation range of 0.067 to 0.103 eV, the shape of the
experimental curve could be approximated.

" The theoretical analysis of the data also indicates that at the normal

detonation pressure part of the carbon may still be in the graphitic

phase. _is means that the detonation conditions put the product mixture

inside a pressure range of finite width in which graphite condensation
changes to diamond condensation. This is consistent with the above

mentioned conductivity measurements° Tho=e showed that the conductivity

actually increased during the first part of the decompression process of
the detonating charge, lt was also observed that no diamond could be

recovered from pure TNT charges, but that the pressure in TNT had to be

increased by mixing it wit'h a higher energy explosive (Titov et al 1989)

to produce diamond clusters that are sufflcienly annealed to prevent
conversion to graphite during decompression.

Cluster energy

The above analysis ignored a possible increase in the heat of formation

of graphitic carbon. The shape of the graphite cluster is important. To

minimize its free energy graphite would tend to form :in sheets or other

shapes that minimize the number of carbon atoms with unpaired electrons. '
Sucll _ moLp,u_uZy i_ e_ier in _- -_,,..l.l.= F,LCI,._=.L _L --'t...: ,,-_

diamond particles and, in fact, sheet or ribon-like structurea are
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indicated by electron micrographs ofgraphitic soot recovered from

detonation of TNT (Nomura and Kawamura 1984) and other explosives, while
the diamond particles are round (Greiner 1988). We assume here that the

heat of formation of the graphitic cluster is essentially zero.

We model the high pressure cluster as a diamond crystal with (iii)
surfaces (Weathers and Basset 1987) that have their chemically active
surface atoms bound to other molecular radicals. Without such surface

poisoning by other atomic groups the surface of diamond clusters would be

highly strained. Also, if the particle is large enough internal strain

energy due to deformation of the crystal lattice is minimal and the energy
of the cluster is due primarily to the binding energy of molecular

radicals on the surface of the particle.

Table 4. Heats of reaction for various processes

AH eV

Dissociation

CNOH --_ CN + OH 4.54

C_H --_ CN + H 3.98 + .02
CNCN --> CN 4- CN 5.46

Cluster surface formation

(2 surface sites)

CN + H2 - -> CNH2 3.35 + . 55
CN + .50 z --._ CN(OH)2 0.25 + .05
CN + H2 + .502 --_ CNOH,H 1.80 + .30

CN + N2 --_ CN_2(CN)2 5.46

In hydrocarbons, only hydrogen atoms are available for binding to the

diamond cluster surface. But even in the products of CHNO systems only one
or two species are likely candidates. A number of possible surface

radicals have been discussed before (van Thiel and Ree (1989b). The

principal species available in explosives are" water, which forms OH and H

radicals; CO, and CN, which is a radical in the original undetonated

explosive. The probability of any one radical being on the surface depends

on its binding energy and the heat of formation. A large binding energy
will make it stick, but a high heat of formation will reduce the

probability of it reacting with the surface. CN turns out to be a marginal
case with both a strong binding energy to carbon and a high heat of

formation due to the stability of the Ns molecule. Table 4 shows the
heat required to remove the CN group from the surface of diamond. CO binds

only weakly and is easily removed in favor of more strongly binding OH and
H radicals. The key here is the heat of formation of a bound surface site.

Table 4 also shows such heats of formation for CN, OH, H, and the
stoichiometric combiation of H and OH if water binds to the surface.

lt is clear from Table 4 that covering the surface with CN increases the

heat of formation of the cluster and is, therefore, a less likely

candidate, llowever, appreciable amounts of CN have been found in products .
of low energy explosives (Ornellas 1982). In such explosives the C-N bond_

of the parent compound were not broken. The carbon clusters will be closer

u,,=_ energy mlnlm_ _ _,,_oient the_r_.._]_n_rgy is available for the
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particle to anneal. Binding of OH and H is the most probable scenario

behind shocks with temperatures above 3500 K, with the understanding that

at least at low pressure a strain energy must be added to the C-OH bomd

because of the size of the oxygen atom. Figure 6 shows the distance

between diamond surface binding sites and the oxigen radius suggested by

Ice III (Wyckoff 1963). The heat of formation of clusters of various sizes

may then be calculated. A result is shown in Fig. 7, where we have

considered a stoichiometric mixture of H and OH, the most probable

coverage at high pressure in the products of CHNO compounds.

DiamondClusterHeatofFormation
02 ........ I ....... I ........ I ........ I , , .....
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Figure 6. Portion of a diamond cluster. The Figure 7. Diamond cluster energy as a function
distance between active carbon sites and the of cluster size

low pressure van der Waals radius of oxygen
are shown.

There is now information on the size of diamond clusters recovered from

detonating mixtures. Grei_'ler (1988) observed spherical particles with

radii between 2 and 3.5 nm. Anisichkin(1988) and Titov (1989) also

observed a distribution of radii between i and 6 with a maximum at 2 nm.

Figure 7 indicates that these cluster sizes yield formation energies of .2

to .04 eV with the major fraction in the .17 to .I eV range, this range is

0 fully consistent with that observed in the analysis of TNT. A small number

of larger particles were also observed, lt must be noted that the larger

particles would not be observed in the type of analysis that was performed

on TNT since they would tend to form further behind the detonation wave.

The smallest i to 1.5 nm particles observed by Anisichkin and Titov would

probably not form diamond clusters at the detonation pressure of TNT.
Smaller particles would tend to be consumed or convert back to the

graphite phase when the product gases expand and CO 2 consumes carbon
to produce CO.

Summary

We have described salient features of a simple but accurate and flexible

scaling model of carbon in its graphite diamond and liquid forms. The

melting line of graphite can be described by a Lindeman criterion that

makes allowance for the anisotropy of graphite. At the triple point the •

slope of the graphite melting line is constrained by the experimental "

evidence that the diamond melting line has a positive slope. A conflict
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exists in this respect with the experimental observations of Fateeva

(1971) and to a lesser extent with the experimental data of Bundy (1963).
The electronic properties of liquid carbon have been described with the

help of a quantum mechanical atom-in-a-cell (INFERNO) model. A liquid '

mixing model offers a smooth change from a graphitic to a diamond-like
liquid.

The importance of carbon in high P and T mixtures is discussed and a

model for the energy of formation of diamond clusters presented. The model

is fully consistent with particle sizes observed in the USA and the Soviet
Union.
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